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Overview
This paper jointly price long-dated S&P 500 index options and CDO tranches of 
corporate debt

• Investigate a structural model of market and firm-level dynamics in order 

• Identify market dynamics from index option prices 

• Identify idiosyncratic dynamics from the term structure of credit spreads.

Findings:

• All tranches can be well predicted out-of-sample before the crisis. 

• During the crisis, the model can capture senior tranche prices only if we allow for 
the possibility of a catastrophic jump. 

• Thus, senior tranches are nonredundant assets that provide a unique window into 
pricing of catastrophic risk.



Background
• Widely argued: risks of subprime mortgages have been dramatically 

underestimated by market participants since it’s a new market

• Yet other securitized portfolios of other major asset classes have also experienced 
the dramatic shortfall

• Many observers wonder that there was a significant flaw in the pricing 
methodology used by the Street to evaluate the prices of these securitized products

• Were the CDOs mispriced?



Prior Study By CJS
• Co val, Jurek, and Stafford (CJS, 2009) investigate the pricing of CDO tranches 

created from investment grade bonds portfolios.

a> systematic component: 

Combine firm-level beta with market dynamics 

b> idiosyncratic component: (Similar to Non-systematic risk)

The vol. is normally distributed and calibrated from equity returns

c> Merton's (1974) structural model of default:

Bond defaults at 5 year maturity if firm value falls below barrier

• They found out that senior tranches prices are too low (Agents have ignored the 
attached systematic risk during purchase) and junior tranches prices are too high.



Improvements
• Specify a dynamic structural model which provides state prices for all maturities

• Specify the default event as the first time firm value drops below the default 
boundary, instead of limiting default to occur only at maturity

- Take into account differences in the default timing > Impact cash flow

• CJS calibrate their model to match only 5 year CDX spread, while this paper 
calibrate for the entire term structure.

- Why does calibration on shorter horizon CDX index spreads matter?

a> Contains default timing and idiosyncratic component

b> Defaults are backloaded without this calibration approach

c> Increase the % of idiosyncratic risk, otherwise too fat-tailed *



Models
A Joint Structural Model for Equity Index Options and CDO Tranches

• A. Market Dynamics for Pricing S&P 500 Options

- A common approach: local volatility model

- Use a parametric dynamic model to “extrapolate” for senior tranche

The volatility surface would be consistent (arbitrage free) 

Able to obtain the state price density for all strikes and all maturities

Specifically, a “SVCJ” model but allows for 2 stochastic vol. factors

- Follow a joint-Markov affine jump-diffusion process



Models
• A. Market Dynamics for Pricing S&P 500 Options

Market 
portfolio
value

V and Theta are 2 variance variables

Jump sizes of the variance state variables 
have exponential distributions

Compensator for the jump:

Catastrophic jump Standard jump

Given its affine dynamics, the (log) index return 
process has an exponential affine characteristic 
function. Therefore, European option prices can be 
solved by applying the fast Fourier transformation 
(FFT) 



Models
• B. Firm Dynamics and Structural Default Model

• Beta, which denotes the loading of each firm’s asset return dynamics on 
the market (excess) return, is a constant

Systematic jump Idiosyncratic jump



Models
• B. Firm Dynamics and Structural Default M

• Specify that default occurs the first time firm value falls below a default threshold 
Ab. Therefore, default arrival time for the typical firm i with asset dynamics Ai(t) 
is:

• Also denote that, upon default, the debt holder recovers remaining asset value (1 —
L)Ab, where L is loss rate



Models
• C. Basket CDS Index

• The paper uses data on synthetic CDO tranches based on the Dow Jones CDX 
North American Investment Grade Index (CDX.IG)

• To determine the index spread, the present value of cash flows that go to the 
protection buyer (the "protection leg") and protection seller (the "premium leg") 
are set equal to each other

• The values of these two cash flow legs are obtained by computing the following 
expectations (assuming a one dollar total notional):



Models
• C. Basket CDS Index

Cumulative loss



Models
• D. CDO Tranches Spread

• The “attachment points” for different tranches are : 

0-3% (Equity tranche); 3-7% (mezzanine); 

7-10%, 10-15%, and 15-30% (senior); 30-100% (super senior)

• The buyer of protection of a particular L-U% tranche makes periodic premium 
payments (corresponding to the remaining tranche notional times the tranche 
spread) until the contract expires. In return, she receives protection payments if 
cumulative losses in the underlying CDX index exceed L%.

• Payments stop when cumulative losses in the underlying portfolio exceed U%, after 
which the tranche notional is exhausted and the contract ends.



Models
• D. CDO Tranches Spread



Models
• D. CDO Tranches Spread

(12) could be used as IV of the premium leg of Equity Tranche while it’s a full-running 
premium; another common approach (Upfront premium U):



Data
• 1- and 5-year S&P 500 European option implied volatilities

• The CDX North American Investment Grade Index spreads from 1 to 5 years

• Tranche spreads written on this index for 3- and 5-year maturities

• Every 6 months (on March 21 and September 21), a new on-the-run CDX series will 
be introduced

• Distinguish two subperiods: the "precrisis" period (September 21, 2004 to 
September 20, 2007) and the "crisis" period (September 21, 2007 to September 20, 
2008). The precrisis period includes data from on-the-run series 3-8, whereas our 
crisis period includes data from on-the-run series 9 and series 10.



Calibrations
• A. Calibration on Market Dynamics

• Use a closed-form expression to minimize the relative root mean square error 
(RMSE) between model prices and observed prices by searching over both 
parameters and latent state variables (V,Theta).

• B. Calibration of Firm Dynamics

• The paper estimates the firm-specific parameters of the asset dynamics in equation 
(5)



Calibrations



Calibrations

Market dynamics given in equations (1)—(3) are 
calibrated to match 1- and 5-year option prices on June 
15, 2005 (the pre-crisis)



Calibrations

Pre-Crisis



Calibrations

Crisis



Calibrations

Crisis



Calibrations

• The relative contribution of systematic and idiosyncratic risk to total 
risk shifted progressively during this period, with the fraction of total 
risk due to systematic risk increasing steadily as the crisis unfolded. 

• As the proportion of systematic risk increases, loss distribution 
becomes more fat tailed *



Calibrations
Idiosyncratic jump-risk intensities

Lambda: 
with/without 
catastrophic 
risk fitted to 
super-senior 
tranche



Results

• Left hand side plots a representative risk-neutral loss density 
pre-crisis and during it.

• Right hand side is the difference between the two cumulative 
distributions.

• The risk-neutral loss density has fatter tails during the crisis



Results
Average Tranches Spreads Results

Actual Value

Lambda c = 0, no catastrophic jumps; 
idiosyncratic jumps calibrated to match the 1-, 2-, 
3-, 4-, and 5-year CDX index spreads;
Lambda c,i = 0, catastrophic jumps; no 
idiosyncratic jumps; default boundary calibrated 
to match only the 5-year CDX index.

CJS Value



Results
Average Tranches Spreads Results

• Without both jumps, the expected loss has the “Backloading” 
problem which suggests that the buyer of equity protection pays 
too much premium for too long

• Also, adding idiosyncratic jumps lowered the standard deviation 
from 6.8% to 2.7%

SD: 
6.8%

SD: 
2.7%



Results
Time Series of Tranches Spreads



Results
Time Series of Tranches Spreads



Robustness



Summary
Writers demonstrate the importance of calibrating the model to match the entire term 
structure of CDX index spreads (timing of expected defaults, idiosyncratic dynamics) 

Jumps must be added to idiosyncratic dynamics to explain credit spreads at short 
maturities. 

Super-senior tranche is not a redundant security, it provides window into the market's 
crash-risk expectation and risk aversion. 

Overall, contrast to the conclusions of CJS (2009), the writers conclude that S&P 500 
options prices and CDX tranche spreads can be well captured within an arbitrage-free 
framework. In that sense, these two markets appear to be well integrated



Discussions
The model will require some probability of a catastrophic event that would 
not be directly inferred from option data (No enough options with the strikes 
in the relevant range)*

The model did not perform well in data during crisis, the size/allowance of 
the catastrophic risk could be increased to absorb the change

The model could be further improved by calibrating other tranches data 
rather than pricing them out-of-sample

* Sang Byung Seo and Jessica A. Wachter, 2016, “Do rare events explain CDX tranche spreads?”



Thank you!


